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SPRING 2018
An embarrassment of riches this spring has made our list even more difficult to compile than
usual. So, whilst there is not enough room to include every temptation, we hope that there is
something for everyone. If not, do get in touch for further suggestions and we will oblige.

LIVES & LETTERS

RICHARD DAVENPORT-HINES Enemies Within (672pp)
£25
What drove Blunt, Burgess & Maclean into Soviet hands? Draws on newly released papers
RICHARD STEYN Churchill’s Confidant (352pp)
£18.99
From enemies during the Boer War to lifelong friends: Winston Churchill & Jan Smuts
JANE ROBINSON Hearts and Minds (400pp)
£20
Suffragists’ march on London in the summer of 1913: the Great Pilgrimage re-evaluated
DIANE ATKINSON Rise Up Women (688pp)
£30
From actresses to actuaries, seamstresses to scientists: lives of the ladies who won the vote
HELEN CASTOR Elizabeth I: A Study in Insecurity (128pp)
£12.99
Latest volume in the incomparable Penguin Monarchs series: the inscrutable Gloriana
FIONA SAMPSON In Search of Mary Shelley (320pp)
Long-suffering wife of the poet & creator of ‘Frankenstein’

£18.99

FRANÇOISE FRENKEL No Place to Lay One’s Head (304pp)
£16.99
A harrowing yet uplifting tale of a Jewish woman’s refusal to give up hope during WW2
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A J BAIME The Accidental President (448pp)
£20
Henry S Truman: an ordinary man from small-town America, thrust into the limelight
MICHAEL BROERS Napoleon Volume II: Spirit of the Age (560pp)
1805–1810: the years of military greatness but also of family strife

£30

STEPHEN WALSH Debussy: A Painter in Sound (368pp)
£20
The quiet revolutionary: both a life of the composer & a critical appreciation of his music
ANDREW GIMSON Gimson’s Prime Ministers (320pp)
Concise, slightly satirical story of Britain’s prime ministers from Walpole to May

£10.99

THOMAS HARDING Blood on the Page (368pp)
£20
The murder of a Hampstead resident, a trial heard in secret & a mystery still to be solved?
ANGELA HUTH Not the Whole Truth (320pp)
From reluctant debutante to professional writer, journalist, novelist

£20

JULIE SUMMERS Our Uninvited Guests (464pp)
£20
Requisitioned by the War Office, the stately homes of Britain & their ‘guests’ in WW2
TOBY WILKINSON Aristocrats and Archaeologists (216pp)
£24.95
1907: contemporary letters illuminate a Nile journey with the Devonshires in vivid detail
ANNE NELSON Codename Suzette (336pp)
£17.99
Life of Suzanne Spaak, society darling who rescued Jewish children in occupied Paris
DIANA DARKE The Merchant of Syria (364pp)
£20
Parallel histories: resilience of a cloth merchant, Abu Chaker, & his nation built on trade
TOM WRIGHT Paul (320pp)
£19.99
From Saul to Paul: concentrates on the life rather than the theology of the Apostle
PAUL KIX The Saboteur (304pp)
£20
Life of Robert de la Rochefoucauld, French aristocrat & member of Britain’s SOE in WW2
MIRANDA SEYMOUR In Byron’s Wake (560pp)
£25
The wife & daughter of the mercurial poet: too often misunderstood & underestimated
MARTIN KEMP Living with Leonardo (320pp)
March £19.95
The eminent art historian on his ‘journey’ with Leonardo: both memoir & new material
FERDINAND MOUNT Prime Movers (448pp)
April £25
Twelve great minds who continue to inspire & provoke: from Jesus to Jefferson
FERN RIDDELL Death in Ten Minutes: Kitty Marion (352pp)
April £25
Activist & arsonist: the neglected life of one of Pankhurst’s militant suffragettes
ROLAND PHILIPPS A Spy Named Orphan (448pp)
April £20
Life of Donald Maclean: one of the most enigmatic & dangerous spies of his generation
MARTIN STEPHEN The English Public School (320pp)
Apr £16.99
An irreverent view of their failings & wider benefits by the ex High Master of St Paul’s
N M GWYNNE Gwynne’s Kings and Queens (352pp)
May £9.99
Following the success of his ‘Grammar’ & ‘Latin’, our intrepid educator is back – in form
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HISTORY & POLITICS

CHARLES ALLEN Coromandel (432pp)
£25
A history of the less well known South of India by the author of ‘Plain Tales of the Raj’
MARY BEARD Civilisations: How do we Look/The Eye of Faith (240pp)
Inspired by Kenneth Clark: how art shapes, & is shaped by, people & civilisations

£15

PETER HART The Last Battle (464pp)
Endgame on the Western Front: the dramatic last weeks of WWI examined

£25

STEVEN PINKER Enlightenment Now (276pp)
£25
Follow the trendlines, not the headlines: worldwide, life is longer, safer, more prosperous
DAVID OLUSOGA Civilisations: First Contact/Cult of Progress (304pp) April £15
Continues Mary Beard’s observations with the shared histories that link nations
RICHARD OVERY The Birth of the RAF (160pp)
Born out of political necessity in April 1918: a very short history of the RAF

£14.99

JAN MORRIS Battleship Yamato (112pp)
£14.99
From secret wartime launch in 1945 to its futile sacrifice at Okinawa: an illustrated history
MATTHEW SWEET Operation Chaos (352pp)
£20
How the CIA tried to infiltrate a group of deserters in Sweden during the Vietnam War
MATTHIAS STROHN ET AL 1918: Winning the War, Losing the War (304pp) £25
Ten eminent historians examine the different armies involved in that last crucial year
BILL NIVEN Hitler and Film (312pp)
£25
Extent to which the Fuhrer personally financed, censored & used film to reach the masses
SAM WILKIN History Repeating (288pp)
£25
Investigation into recent political instability: the startling lessons to be learnt from history
NICHOLAS MORTON The Field of Blood (288pp)
March £25
The battle for Aleppo 1119: crucial, overlooked moment in the history of the Crusades
BENJAMIN CARTER HETT The Death of Democracy (304pp)
March £20
Reasons behind the Weimar Republic’s fall & Hitler’s rise: utilises new archival discoveries
TONY JUNIPER Rainforest (448pp)
April £16.99
Impassioned plea for the protection of the ‘lungs of the planet’, examining the dilemmas
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TAYLOR DOWNING 1983: The World on the Brink (400pp)
April £20
Reagan, Andropov & a new Cold War: how close we got to nuclear Armageddon
MADELEINE ALBRIGHT Fascism: A Warning (304pp)
April £16.99
Looking back at the last century & fearing for the future, the US Secretary of State reflects
TIMOTHY SNYDER The Road to Unfreedom (368pp)
April £25
How Russia works within the West to destroy the West: from cyberwar to Trump
JOHN JULIUS NORWICH France A History (400pp)
April £25
From Gaul to De Gaulle: heroes, villains, adventurers: the romance, resistance, revolution
ANTONY BEEVOR Arnhem (496pp)
May £25
‘Heroic failure’ of Operation Market Garden is stripped away revealing a grimmer truth
ED HUSAIN The House of Islam: A Global History (336pp)
May £25
A guide through the nuances of Islam & its people: a plea for Islam & the West to be allies

ART & ARCHITECTURE

MARTIN SALISBURY The Illustrated Dust Jacket (200pp)
£24.95
Its development over the twentieth century: from protective wrapper to iconic work of art
NATHANIEL SILVER ED. Fra Angelico: Heaven on Earth (250pp)
£45
Painter’s talent as storyteller & his pioneering spirit (Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum)
ARTHUR TOMPKINS Plundering Beauty: A History of Art Crime (192pp)
£25
From Classical Antiquity to the present: theft, destruction & concealment of works of art
ACHIM BORCHARDT-HUME Picasso 1932 (272pp)
£40/£25 pbk
Pivotal year for Picasso, preserving a fine balance in his personal & artistic life (Tate)
NICHOLAS SAVAGE Burlington House (368pp)
March £60
350 years of social & architectural history: the Palladian beauty that is the Royal Academy
BARBARA COOKE Evelyn Waugh’s Oxford (176pp)
March £20
The abiding importance of the city in the author’s life & literature: an illustrated guide
IAN ARCHIE BECK Through the Lens of Janet Stone (192pp)
March £20
Informal portraits of British cultural figures of the 20th century: from Britten to Day-Lewis
JAMES HAMILTON The British Museum (208pp)
April £18.99
History of an institution: the building, collections, expansion & diversification examined
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OLIVIA STEWART The Photographs of Joan Leigh Fermor (306pp)
Wide-ranging body of work filled with subtlety & above all her love of Greece

April £25

MICHAEL HILL Dorset: Buildings of England (864pp)
May £35
Celebrates its varied, visual pleasures: from mediaeval Woodsford to Victorian Bryanston

FOOD & GARDENS

MONTY DON Paradise Gardens (224pp)
With Derry Moore behind the lens, a feast of Islamic gardens in word & picture

£35

JULES HUDSON Walled Gardens (240pp)
£16.99
Their history, design & cultural heritage: typified by those cared for by the National Trust
JANE EASTOE Peonies (240pp)
£25
History, beauty & versatility of the Peony flower: for the gardener & flower arranger alike
TONY KITOUS Feasts from the Middle East (256pp)
Inspired by the souks of Lebanon, recipes from the ‘Comptoir Libanais’ restaurants

£20

CLARE HASTINGS Gardening Notes from a Late Bloomer (128pp)
£12.99
Daughter of Anne Scott-James gives sound advice. Illustrations by Osbert Lancaster
JENNY LINFORD The Missing Ingredient (368pp)
£18.99
The invisible ingredient which is vital to the creation of flavour & success of food: time
FRANCIS PRYOR Paths to the Past (160pp)
£16.99
How landscapes reflect & shape our behaviour: an archaeologist reveals hidden treasures
RUSSELL NORMAN Venice: Four Seasons of Home Cooking (320pp)
March £26
From the author of ‘Polpo’ further seasonal recipes from Venice & the Veneto
JOHN BROOKES A Landscape Legacy (280pp)
March £40
Life & legacy of the man who transformed the modern garden into a space for people
SKYE MCALPINE A Table in Venice; Recipes from My Home (312pp)
March £26
Politician & art collector’s daughter calls on her Venetian upbringing for delicious dishes
HENRY FIRTH & IAN THEASBY Bosh! (288pp)
April £20
From blog to book: a collection of the online duo’s phenomenally successful vegan recipes
CAROLE BAMFORD Nurture: Notes and Recipes (304pp)
May £35
The core ethos that flows from the Daylesford farm: to leave the world a better place
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FICTION & POETRY

VESNA GOLDSWORTHY Monsieur Ka (288pp)
£12.99
London 1947: a Frenchwoman works as companion to a Russian émigré & learns his story
JULIAN BARNES The Only Story (224pp)
£16.99
A man looks back at a twenty year affair: is it better to have loved & lost than never loved?
RHIDIAN BROOK The Killing of Butterfly Joe (352pp)
£14.99
Llew Jones, would-be novelist, finds himself a new career as a butterfly salesman in the US
PHILIP HENSHER The Friendly Ones (624pp)
£14.99
Spanning three decades, the secret histories of two families, separated by a garden fence
SHEILA LLEWELLYN Walking Wounded (272pp)
1947: with peace comes the psychological cost of war - on doctor & patient alike

£16.99

KATY MAHOOD Entanglement (320pp)
£12.99
Two families, their lives running in parallel lines: choices that will define & link them
LISA HALLIDAY Asymmetry (288pp)
£14.99
An affair becomes an examination of the inequalities in life: East vs West, male vs female
PETER CAREY A Long Way from Home (368pp)
£17.99
A car rally across Australia turns into a journey into the dark nature of its Indigenous past
ELISE VALMORBIDA The Madonna of the Mountains (384pp)
March £14.99
1923: whilst Maria Vittoria works the land, undaunted, her father seeks a suitable husband
WENDY COPE Anecdotal Evidence (80pp)
March £14.99/£10.99 pbk
First collection of poetry since 2011: twisting the mundane into something remarkable
SALLEY VICKERS The Librarian (400pp)
April £16.99
A new job as a children’s librarian brings satisfaction & complications aplenty for Sylvia
GRAEME SIMSION & ANNE BUIST Two Steps Forward (368pp)
April £14.99
From Cluny to Santiago: two misfits follow the Pilgrim Way but will they find each other?
AMY SACKVILLE Painter to the King (336pp)
April £12.99
Portrait of the relationship between Velázquez & his patron, Philip IV of Spain
A J PEARCE Dear Mrs Bird (320pp)
April £12.99
1941: Emmeline dreams of becoming a war correspondent. Things do not run to plan
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PHILIP HORNE ED Tales from a Master’s Notebook (272pp)
April £14.99
Inspired by ideas left by Henry James, stories by Toibin, Hadley, Tremain, Chaudhuri et al
ALLAN MALLINSON The Passage to India (352pp)
May £20
1831: A new adventure for Lieut. Col. Matthew Hervey, set in the princely state of Coorg
NATASHA SOLOMONS House of Gold (400pp)
May £12.99
Greta Goldbaum is the unhappy scion of a very wealthy, powerful family. Can she escape?

CRIME FICTION & THRILLERS

MICK HERRON London Rules (352pp)
The spooks at Slough House know the most important rule: cover your back....

£12.99

RORY CLEMENTS Nucleus (384pp)
£12.99
1939: the race between the British & German physicists is on to produce the atom bomb
ELLY GRIFFITHS The Dark Angel (368pp)
Ancient bones spark a modern murder for Ruth Galloway to investigate

£16.99

STUART TURTON The Seven Deaths of Evelyn Hardcastle (528pp)
£14.99
Ingenious country house whodunit inviting the sleuth to solve the murder again....& again
JAMES WOLFF Beside the Syrian Sea (308pp)
£14.99/£8.99 pbk
Jonas has a quiet life writing reports for British Intelligence. Then his father is taken by IS
PHILIP KERR Greeks Bearing Gifts (496pp)
April £18.99
Bernie Gunther heads to Athens where an insurance claim leads to murder: a case to solve
DONNA LEON The Temptation of Forgiveness (320pp)
April £18.99
Brunetti’s Venice: mysterious informants, underground deals & Sophocles ‘Antigone’
MARCO VICHI Ghosts of the Past (512pp)
April £18.99
A respected industrialist is murdered but who is his killer? Inspector Bordelli investigates
JO NESBO Macbeth (512pp)
April £20
Inspector Macbeth: an ex drug addict with a troubled past who must kill to get to the top
ANDREW TAYLOR The Fire Court (448pp)
April £14.99
After the Great Fire a Court sits to settle landlord & tenant disputes. But a murderer stalks
JOHN LAWTON Friends and Traitors (352pp)
April £16.99
Inspector Troy is entangled in Cold War tensions as Guy Burgess demands to come home
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A NATURAL MISCELLANY

LAURA SHAPIRO What She Ate (320pp)
£14.99
Six women & the food that shaped their lives: from Dorothy Wordsworth to Eva Braun
JON DUNN Orchid Summer (384pp)
From Shetland to the Scillies, an odyssey to find every orchid in flower - in situ

£18.99

JOHN LEWIS-STEMPEL The Wood (304pp)
Three & a half acres of natural woodland, lovingly tended as nature intended

£14.99

RICHARD HOLLOWAY Waiting for the Last Bus (176pp)
£14.99
Former Bishop of Edinburgh meditates on the positive, important lessons in facing death
SCOTT CHRISTIANSON 100 Books that Changed the World (224pp) April £14.99
A chronological survey from Homer to Hawking
MARY COLWELL Curlew Moon (272pp)
April £16.99
From the west of Ireland to England’s east coast: the plight of the endangered curlew
ISABELLA TREE Wilding (384pp)
Knepp Wildland: how a farm turned its back on intensive farming & thrived

May £20
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